16 April - 9 May 2021

three exhibitions

Apperceptions paintings, mosaics and fabric collage by
Liza Merkalova, Ivan Rehorek & Caroline Rehorek
Artists Liza Merkalova, Ivan
Rehorek and Caroline Rehorek look
inward in their thought-provoking
new exhibition. The artists are
inspired through the intriguing
title Apperceptions, which means to
see in terms of past experience.

I would consider each painting
a success if you allowed yourself
to spend one minute in front of
something that took a lifelong
process to complete.
Caroline Rehorek: My grandfather
manufactured women’s clothing
for his fashion shops in Adelaide.
The fabric sample books fascinated
me, with all the slight variations
of colours and patterns. I loved to
use the treasured pieces in making
art. Then, during art school days,
I made puppets for my husband
Ivan’s children’s theatre company.

Liza Merkalova: People exist as
a reflection and recognition of
already familiar emotions. Their
faces are easy to read and paint; it’s
like remembering my own mood
in different times. The paint is
familiar too; colour manipulation is
a way to figure out the balance and
harmony between the seen and Over the past twenty years I have
unseen.
worked in stained glass. The
Acute suffering is deep shades of work that I present here is akin to
blue; piercing happiness comes stained glass design because it is
in different kinds of red; inside my about simplifying shapes so that
privacy is the moon; the trees are the colours and textures of the
mere vitality; all the houses are lost fabrics can be experienced in their
integrity.
homeland.

Ivan Rehorek: It’s always been
about colours and sounds with
me, and how they all run and
play with each other. Just like the
shapes between words, or the
defined steps between musical
notes, these events we always see
through a glass, darkly, of our own
unique and singular experiences.
My funky buildings do not actually
exist, they are models and theatre
settings I’d started long ago and
far away, in dreams and childhood
memories.

 Liza Merkalova
 Ivan Rehorek
 Caroline Rehorek

They are, in a sense, a condition of
the heart. But now they have finally
manifested in three dimensions,
having gone through various other
stages like lino-prints and paintings
– and here they are, with their
hinted-at but unwritten histories
and narratives and traditions: and
as yet unseen inhabitants.

Exhibitions open for preview: 12 - 4pm Friday 16 April, Exhibitions launch: 12 - 4pm Saturday 17 March

Kicking Dust : artworks in various media by Janette Humble
Kicking Dust celebrates life in the outback areas
of Australia. Inspired by our daughter’s recent
experiences as a scenic and charter pilot, a
mustering pilot and station hand, I have created
a body of work that tells the stories and shares
the beauty and the wonder of such places. I have
heard so many bush stories – tales of humour and
courage, resilience, and mateship.
I have travelled to these places, met the locals and
the passing grey nomads with their own stories to
tell, experienced their lives and seen the land.
I have felt the heat, witnessed the storms, been
wowed by the sunrises, and kicked the dust.

This exhibition features works in soft pastels,
acrylics and oils.
I am largely self-taught, attending many workshops
conducted by artists whose work I admire. Whilst
my first and preferred medium is soft pastels, I have
recently been attending classes at the Splashout
Art Studios to learn how to paint in oils and
acrylics. I hold two solo exhibitions every year, give
many demonstrations and participate in group
exhibitions.
I was also recently invited to be a feature artist on
the TV series Put Some Colour In Your Life, filmed
in my studio.

Skilliztaphrenia - Gone Haywire contemporary glass sculpture by Stephen Skillitzi
Stephen is an internationally recognized glass
artist, based locally at his Brighton studio. His work
ranges in size from domestic pieces to monumental
installations.

He delights in challenging the status quo on
many levels, with his unorthodox usage of media
and technique, and his contemporary but quirky
concepts.

He graduated from the National Art School, Sydney
in 1966 and gained a Masters Degree in Fine Art,
University of Massachusetts, USA. He returned to
Australia in 1970 to become one of the pioneers
of artistic glass furnace blowing and has been
credited to being ‘the Father of Australian Studio
Hot Glass’.

He states that the realms Psychology and Studio
Glass are not normally compatible. Indeed crafted
glass is expected to meekly infuse the desire for
cerebrally-unchallenging domestically-enhancing
beauty.

Stephen is widely recognized for his defiance of
conventional practice and is one of Australia’s most
influential glass artists.

This latest Skillitzi oeuvre embraces tricky technical
virtuosity with a touch of wry humour, which
may slide into dark commentaries on current
geopolitical innuendo. Enjoy the Mixed-Media
narrative-enriched spectacle!
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handmade baskets woven with
mixed natural plant fibres and silk
by
Gerda Bader
starting from $52 each

Sunday 11 April

CLOSE OF CURRENT EXHIBITION

16 April - 9 May
THREE EXHIBITIONS
XX
‘Apperceptions’
paintings, mosaics & fabric collage by
Liza Merkalova, Ivan Rehorek
& Caroline Rehorek
(HALF GALLERY)
XX

XX

‘Kicking Dust’
artworks in various media by
Janette Humble
(QUARTER GALLERY)
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‘Skillitzaphrenia - Gone Haywire’
contemporary glass sculpture by
Stephen Skillitzi
(QUARTER GALLERY)

handmade rope baskets woven
with new and recycled materials
by
Erica McNicol
starting from $25 each

MEET THE ARTISTS 1 -3pm
Saturday 24 April & 1 and 8 May
Artists from ‘Apperceptions’
Sunday 2 & 9 May
Stephen Skillitzi’
ARTIST DEMONSTRATIONS 1 -3pm
Saturday 17 and 24 April & 8 May
Janette Humble
Free entry, all welcome

Please note Gallery M will be closed

Sunday 25 & Monday 26 April
to commemorate Anzac Day

14 May - 6 June
TWO EXHIBITIONS
XX
‘Connections’
an international touring exhibition of art
quilts by Studio Art Quilt Associates
(SAQA) Oceanic Region
XX

‘Togetherness. In Action’
an exhibition of artworks to celebrate
and showcase local artists during
Reconciliation Week
A City of Marion Cultural Development Project

facebook.com/
gallerym287
Instagram/
gallerym_287

Gallery M is proudly operated by the Red House Group Inc.on behalf of the City of Marion

A City of Marion Cultural Development Project

Temporary Gallery M Hours: Monday to Friday: 10am - 4pm; Saturday 12 - 4pm; Sunday: 1 - 4pm. Closed Public Holidays

